1) Supplies: 1 Toilet paper roll, yellow and black paper, scissors, glue stick, marker
   (Note: You can experiment with different colors and designs for all your favorite bugs!)

2) Mark the paper to the length of the roll
3) Cut paper to this width and apply glue
4) Place roll on paper and wrap paper around roll
5) Press paper to roll to firmly affix
6) Take black paper
7) Cut into strip of desired thickness
8) Apply glue
9) Stick one end of black strip at the seam of the yellow paper and wrap once around roll.
10) Cut excess paper
11) Repeat for second stripe
12) Cut another stripe of black paper for antennae
13) Cut strip in half
14) Round edges of strips
15) Glue to inside of roll
16) Take paper for wings, about half the width of roll
17) Cut in half
18) Round into wing shapes
19) Glue to back seam
20) Draw a silly face and you’re finished! Bzzz!